Problem scenario – girls

Friendships and Relationships
Christina and Ashley have been best friends since nursery. They are now in secondary school and they have become interested in boys. David is a sixth-former and all the girls are interested in him. There is a house party on Saturday night and David asks Christina to go to the party with him and then asks Ashley to meet him there. To Ashley’s surprise, when she turns up at the party David is standing there with Christina on his arm.

Questions

▷ Are Ashley and Christina good friends?

▷ What do you think of David?

▷ What would you do if you were Ashley and Christina?

▷ Could a situation like this wreck a friendship? Should it?

▷ Who is to blame?

▷ What is more important: the friendship or David?

▷ Do girls always have to be ‘in competition’ when they start going out with boys?